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Planning a house party? Or maybe you're heading to a friends'  barbecue? The SVEN PS-750 speaker will  provide you with clear,  crisp
sound and an output power of up to 80W! It supports multiple connection methods, including cable and Bluetooth. It also allows you to
connect  2  microphones  (not  included),  making  it  great  for  karaoke  parties.  The  device  also  features  a  built-in  FM  receiver,  and  its
operation is made easier with the included remote control. Its additional advantage is dynamic backlighting – now you can effortlessly
liven up any party!
 
Play Music from Various Sources
Connect your phone to the speaker and easily switch songs, play audiobooks, and more – Bluetooth technology provides you with fast,
stable transmission up to 10 meters away. This gives you the desired freedom! You can also play music from microSD cards and USB
drives. The package also includes an audio cable, allowing you to easily connect devices like smartphones or laptops to the speaker.
 
Dynamic Backlighting
Create an amazing atmosphere at your next party. The speaker is equipped with dynamic colorful backlighting, the style of which you
can customize to your preferences – simply choose one of the available modes. Moreover,  the light is bright and vivid enough to look
fantastic both at night and during the day. Have fun on the dance floor and enjoy a fantastic ambiance!
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High Sound Quality
You'll liven up every party with the SVEN speaker. The device stands out with an output power (RMS) of up to 80W and is equipped with
32mm high-frequency  drivers  and  145mm mid-to-low-frequency  drivers.  This  allows  you  to  enjoy  clear  audio  and  excellent  harmony!
There's also an option to connect 2 speakers to achieve high-quality stereo sound and a combined power of up to 160W. An equalizer is
also available, allowing you to adjust the sound to your expectations. Note: models produced before 04.2021 only connect with models
produced before 04.2021, and newer models only connect with newer models.
 
Designed for Karaoke Parties
Are you hanging out with friends, you've already listened to music, and now you want to sing a bit? No problem – the speaker allows you
to connect 2 microphones. So, you can showcase your vocal skills solo or invite someone for a duet! You also have the ability to adjust
the  level  of  your  voice  and  apply  a  special  echo  effect  that  will  make  you  sound  even  better.  The  speaker  also  features  special
microphone holders, making it much easier to store and transport them.
 
Built-in FM Receiver
You can also listen to your favorite radio stations using the speaker. The PS-750 model has a built-in FM receiver, and the included cable
serves as an antenna. Enjoy music even when you don't have a music source at hand! Just set the desired frequency and tune in to your
chosen station.
 
Simple and Convenient Operation
The speaker is  equipped with an easy-to-use panel  with buttons that  allow you to switch songs,  choose the audio source,  change the
lighting  mode,  or  set  the  radio  frequency,  for  example.  All  the  necessary  information  can  be  found  on  the  built-in  LED  display.  The
package also includes a compact remote control that enables remote operation of the device.
 
Refined in Every Detail
Don't worry about the speaker running out of power too quickly and spoiling the fun at your party. The device has a working time of up to
10 hours – so you can party until dawn! Has the gathering extended a bit? Connect the speaker to a power bank, which can be placed in
a specially designed compartment! The PS-750 model is also very convenient for transport – its carrying is made easier by the practical
handle.
 
In the box
Speaker
Audio cable
Charging cable (USB-A to USB-C)
Remote control
AAA batteries x2
Microphone holders x2
User manual
Brand
SVEN
Model
SV-019617
Color
Black
Connection
Wired, Bluetooth, microSD card, USB drive
Output Power (RMS)
80 W (2 x 40 W)
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Frequency Response
45 Hz - 22 kHz
Drivers
32 mm + 145 mm
Working Time
Up to 10 hours
Power Supply
Battery: Li-Ion, 7.4 V, 4400 mAh (32.56 Wh);
USB: DC 5 V;
Charging Port
USB-C
Dimensions
230 x 640 x 260 mm
Weight
5.2 kg

Preço:

€ 125.00

Audio, Colunas Bluetooth
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